
Pre-submission CHECKLIST 
for your figures

Don't make any of the common mistakes when preparing the figures for
your paper. Tick off the boxes and get your paper accepted! 

DOES EVERY FIGURE HAVE A CLEAR MESSAGE?

Can you summarise the message of each figure in one simple
sentence? If you struggle with that, think about how you could change
or divide up your figure. Also, cross-check your figure with your
conclusions. Do the messages of your figures and your main
conclusions match? 

HAVE YOU CHOSEN THE MOST APPROPRIATE PLOT TYPE?

Does your main message come across correctly and in the simplest
way possible? If in doubt, ask a colleague whether they interpret your
plot the same way as you do.  

HOW ABOUT THE AXIS INTERCEPT?

Do you need to zoom in to show differences between data points or
zoom out to show their absolute magnitude? Check that you haven't
distorted your data in any way.  

CAN YOU LEAVE OUT ANY DATA?

Would your figure still tell the same story if you left a certain data
series out? Is there data that doesn't contribute to your main story
and would it be better suited in the Supporting Information?  
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HAVE YOU DECLUTTERED?

Are there unnecessary frames around your legends/keys? Do you
need all those axis tick marks? Can you do without the background
shading, 3D effects and background grids? 

HAVE YOU POLISHED YOUR AXIS TITLES AND KEYS/LEGENDS?

Are there repetitions in your keys/legends that you can leave out?
Can you spell out any acronyms? 

IS YOUR DESIGN CONSISTENT?

Do you use consistent colour schemes and fonts and are all elements
and panels aligned?

DO YOU USE AN INTUITIVE COLOUR PALETTE?

Can you distinguish the colours from each other easily? Have you
replaced the rainbow colour scheme and utilised colours to convey
meaning? 

HAVE YOU ADDED NECCESARY EXTRAS?

Will your readers understand your figure quickly and without referring
to the main text? Can you add curve fits, dashed lines, arrows, zooms,
simple graphics or schemes to aid them?

ARE YOUR FIGURE CAPTIONS INFORMATIVE?

Does your caption start with one sentence summarising the figure?
Are all panels and variables depicted in the figure explained? Did you
check that they don't exceed the maximum length permitted by the
journal?

Great work, your figures are in perfect shape!
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If you want to get more tips and tricks for writing clear, concise
and compelling papers and grant proposals, check out my blog
and newsletter. Click here to find out more.  

Email me your questions! edit@annaclemens.com 

I help scientists to write better papers & grant
proposals in less time

Hi, I'm Anna Clemens, PhD!

* Hire me for a workshop on scientific
or science writing  
 
* Book a strategy call with me  
 
* Have me edit or review your paper
or grant proposal for structure,
language and logic. 
 
Find out more by clicking here.  

We can work together in the following ways:
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https://www.annaclemens.com/blog-overview/
https://twitter.com/annacle_science
https://www.linkedin.com/in/annaclemens/
https://www.instagram.com/science_writing_editing/
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